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1. President’s Report
Our fiscal year began with the implementation of the new Restructuring Plan approved at the 2009
Annual General Meeting. This involved rewriting the Bylaws and Policy Manual, and reorganizing the
committee structure. Restructuring highlights included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The Secretary-Treasurer position was separated into two positions (Secretary and Treasurer) to
distribute the workload.
The issue of Vice-President as President-Elect was clarified.
The CME Journal Editor and Membership Coordinator were moved from the Board to Contributor
roles.
The Representative from the Coalition for Music Education in Canada (Coalition Chair or
designate) was added to the Full Board.
The respective roles of the Executive, Elected Board, and Full Board were clarified.
The role of the Representative from Canadian Music Industry Education Committee (CMIEC)
Chair or designate was clarified.
The number of Elected Board Members was reduced by one.
A more extensive committee structure was designed to reduce the workload for Board members,
involve more CMEA/Acme members, and bring a greater level of expertise to these committees.
The first established was the Finance Committee charged with the role of ensuring the ongoing
financial well being of the organization.
Paid staff were added to the mid and long range plans.
The Past Presidents’ Council was established as a non-voting advisory group.

The restructuring of the organization was necessary to ensure that we are able to fully achieve the
mandate of the 2008 Strategic Plan; improve the efficiency of the organization; reduce costs of operation;
ensure logical succession and continuity; and maintain the health and well being of the organization. One
point worthy of particular note is the reciprocal agreement between CMEA/Acme and the Coalition for
Music Education whereby a delegate from each organization serves on the other’s Board. The intent is
that our organizations work together to inform, assist, and complement each other’s work for the benefit
of Canadian music education.
Communication and collaboration have been ongoing themes this past year. To reach out to the larger
music education community, we expanded membership categories to include Corporate Members and
National Affiliate Members. We have also participated in and taken leadership roles in several important
events. I attended the Canadian Arts and Learning Symposium in Winnipeg in December 2010 and met
with members of that Board to discuss concerns about the Report for Canada prepared for
the 2nd UNESCO World Conference on Arts Education. The second Promise of Music was held at Royal
Conservatory of Music in Toronto on May 13, 2011. As an event sponsor, CMEA/Acme hosted a session
entitled Deans of Education Speak Out. The panel of three deans of education (Dr. Julia O’Sullivan, OISE
University of Toronto; Dr. Carol Beynon, University of Western Ontario; and Professor Joan Linklater,
University of Manitoba) discussed what must be done to ensure that ALL children reap the full benefits of
a well-rounded education - one that includes a high quality music education. Of course, more challenges
than solutions were identified; nevertheless, the discussion drew attention to the issues and was a great
success.
We also organized and hosted a National Leadership Summit on Music Education on May 14, 2011.
Leaders representing 14 national organizations met to discuss how we might collaborate for the
betterment of music education across the country. Since May 2011, two additional National Leadership
Summit meetings have taken place virtually with additional organizations joining.
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At the invitation of the History Special Research Interest Group of NAfME (formerly MENC), I spoke as
a member of a panel entitled “Music Education Organizations: Historical Perspectives from Leaders” at
the Chattanooga Symposium on the History of Music Education held in Chattanooga, TN in June 2011.
Here are the final paragraphs of my presentation, Realizing Our Potential as a Musical Nation:
Contributions of CMEA/Acme Past, Present, and Future, which summarize some thoughts on the future
and my assessments of CMEA’s many contributions:
Exactly how we will evolve throughout the next 50 years is unclear to me at this point;
however, I anticipate that technology will have much to do with shaping what we do and how
we do it. In the meantime, we still have much work to do. We have work to do in the areas of
philosophy and advocacy. We need to find ways to better meet the needs and interests of 21st
century music learners in Canadian contexts. We need to continue to collaborate with other
similar minded organizations.
Nevertheless, if not for Roy Fenwick and other visionary Canadian music educators at the
time, music education Canadian music education would undoubtedly be very different today.
Canadians are much the better for the vision and dedication of those who have led, served,
and promoted excellence in music education through their work in CMEA/Acme.
In conclusion, it has been my honour and privilege to serve as CMEA/Acme President during the past two
years. My sincere thanks to those who have served on the Elected Board, in particular, Eric Favaro, Mary
Dinn, David Ennis, and Andrew Mercer who are completing their terms. Your tireless efforts and
dedication are much appreciated!
Dr. Ed Wasiak, President, CMEA/Acme
2. Vice-President’s Report
The beginning of my second year as Vice-President of the Canadian Music
Educators'Association/L'Association canadienne des musicians éducateurs (CMEA/ACME) found me
attending two conferences in the fall of 2010: the BCMEA and the OMEA in Richmond and London
respectfully. At the former I presented two workshops as part of an agreement between the two
associations during the annual board meetings. In the latter conference I gave a greeting on behalf of
CMEA/ACME, representing the President.
Furthering the cause for bilingualism for our national association, I initiated a column in the CME Journal
entitled Voices from Quebec when I assumed the office of VP and have since continued to submit articles
on a quarterly basis in both English and French.
Along the lines of the English/French relationship, and with affiliation as an objective in mind,
CMEA/ACME supported an invitation for me to attend the Canadian Summit on El Sistema in New
Brunswick in May 2011. There is no MEA in NB, the French and English ministries work independently
and there are few music programs in schools. The CMEA/ACME VP was warmly welcomed and visions
for possible collaborations with music stakeholders, ministry of education, foundations and program
organizers were articulated as possibilities for the future. It is noteworthy that CMEA/ACME past officers
were in attendance at the event.
In my capacity as QMEA Past President and CMEA/ACME VP, I support QMEA in strategies towards a
working relationship with FAMEQ in efforts to create opportunities for FAMEQ members to become
CMEA/ACME members. In this regard, QMEA has succeeded in forming a partnership to host a
Symposium in the framework of the FAMEQ annual convention at McGill University’s Schulich School
of Music in the fall of 2011.
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With CMEA/ACME mission statement always in mind,
The Canadian Music Educators' Association/L'Association canadienne des musiciens éducateurs
serves and connects those interested in music education including current and future educators,
students, parents, and members of the community. The CMEA/ACME fosters the advancement of
teaching and the lifelong learning of music( CMEA/ACME 2008-2011 Strategic Plan).
I accepted an invitation by UWO’s music education area chair, Dr. Ruth Wright, to convene and chair a
Symposium on Music for Social Change: the El Sistema Model, as part of the Leading Music Education
Conference that took place in May 2011 in London. In doing so, in addition to our mission statement, I
was echoing the message of our Immediate Past President in CME vol 52 no 4 who advises us to keep the
big picture in mind because music education outside of school music programs also serves a variety of
important purposes. About 100 passionate, devoted music teachers/ educators - including several
CMEA/ACME members - community workers, government and philanthropic foundation administrators
and health professionals attended. Participants praised the CMEA/ACME community for this leadership
role that demonstrated values of open mindedness, support and inclusiveness of our association - values
also embraced by both the ISME and CMEC.
The leadership role to chair the Symposium is congruent to the leadership role assumed by
CMEA/ACME’s Immediate Past President, Ed Wasiak, in hosting and developing the Leadership Summit,
under the CMEA/ACME umbrella. The vision for the latter is to bring together all music education
stakeholders working in and out of schools, in an effort to bring the benefits back to CMEA/ACME in
terms of affiliations, collaborations, support and membership.
I continued to support the voice of CMEA/ACME as a member of the board of directors of the CNAL and
collaborated on a document produced by the Chair, Larry O’Farrell, reflecting the history and mission of
all the arts in Canada. In this capacity I was instrumental in assuring the inclusion of CMEA/ACME’s
history and mission in the document.
Finally, as an elected member of the ISME board of directors, I continued to be vigilant in assuring that
the integrity of Canadian music educators and music education in Canada is maintained and duly reflected
on the international stage.
During my term of office as VP, I was frequently engaged in email communication with the membership
in answering questions on general issues such as locating items on the web, CMEA/ACME policy,
membership etc.
Theodora Stathopoulos, Vice-President
3. Immediate Past President’s Report
The Canadian Music Educators' Association/L'Association canadienne des musicians éducateurs is known
as a professional association that nurtures a vital music learning community throughout Canada. One of
the ways CMEA/Acme achieves this is through its communication and collaboration with other national
associations such as the Coalition for Music Education in Canada, the Canadian New Music Network, and
the Canadian Network for Arts and Learning. This communication and collaboration also extends beyond
the national boundary to encompass the international community via the International Society for Music
Education (ISME). While CMEA/Acme has historically enjoyed a connection with ISME as the
designated ISME National Affiliate (INA) for Canada, in recent years that relationship has evolved into
more tangible and relevant engagement.
In 2007, an initiative to develop an ISME North American Region was set in motion by then ISME
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president, Liane Hentsche. Since North America did not have a regional organization for music educators,
the work of this representative committee was critical. The voice of Canada and CMEA/Acme
epitomized, at that time, in Dr. Patricia Shand, ISME Board member. The North American Planning and
Steering Committee was charged to gather North American music educators to identify the needs and
issues in North America. Throughout 2008, several consultations were held with music educators in
North America towards identification of the needs and issues in the region as well as the goals,
approaches, potential partners and committee formation for a North American Regional Seminar and
Summit. CMEA/Acme representation and involvement, expanded at this juncture to include Mary Dinn,
then CMEA/Acme President. The main implication from these activities was that music educators in
North America should work towards a regional infrastructure; identifying leaders and organizations,
representative of the three nations, to pursue this path.
In 2009, a North American Regional Meeting Committee was established under then ISME President,
Håkan Lundström. Again, this committee was formed strategically to include national representation from
the three North American countries and again Canada and CMEA/Acme was well represented and
involved via Mary Dinn, CMEA/Acme president, who also served as co-chair with Patrick Schmidt
(U.S.A.) The committee member composition was indicative of an important step towards a more
inclusive and grass-roots approach to future regional activities in North America.
The second North American Regional Seminar and Summit, took place March 25-26, 2010, in
conjunction with the 2010 Biennial Music Educators National Conference in Anaheim, CA. The focus of
this seminar and summit included developing leadership; facilitating communication amongst music
educators across Canada, Mexico, and the U.S.A; and working towards the development of the first ISME
North American Regional Conference. The event aimed to identify the needs, challenges, and best
practices in music education originating from Canada, Mexico and the United States as well as essential
components towards building continued collaboration between ISME’s North American Regional
Conference (ISME NARC) and other North American organizations. The 2010 ISME NARS was
successful in its mandate.
These previous years of sewing yielded a harvest. The first ISME Pan American Regional Conference –
simultaneously embracing the 1st ISME North American Regional Conference and the 7th ISME Latin
American Regional Conference – was held August 9-13, 2011 in Villahermosa, Mexico.
The organizational leadership of this inaugural event was lead by three co-chairs: Martha Gama Gomez
(local organization) Ana Lucia Frega (Latin America) and Mary Dinn (North America). Mary Dinn,
CMEA/Acme immediate past president, chaired the representative planning committee for the 1st North
American Regional conference.
This Pan American conference centered upon the historic opportunity to have both ISME North and Latin
American Conferences together for the first time - enabling individuals and groups to work side by side
toward a comprehensive development of music education in the American Continent. It provided the
opportunity to join efforts and bring both regional and international issues to a new level of
understanding, awareness, analysis and discussion.
In addition to valuable conference sessions, of particular note were several gatherings – i) a meeting of
Mexican delegates discussed next steps towards the formation of their own national association for
music/arts education; ii) a meeting of Pan American organizers with an ISME official reviewed the value
of current and future Pan American Conferences and iii) a meeting of North American representatives
examined the prospect of a North American Regional Alliance and 2nd North American Conference. All
promising hallmarks.
International collaborations, such as these, underscore CMEA’s efforts and commitment in nurturing a
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vital music learning community throughout Canada.
Closer to home, CMEA/Acme, also makes efforts to ensure its work is equally vital. One avenue to
maintaining this vitality and relevancy is in board composition. In 2010 -11, the net was cast wide with
the posting and circulation of a call for nominations. Efforts bore much fruit, as incoming board members
were an exciting and eclectic combination of diverse geographical and professional background and
experience; a wealth of insight and expertise from which to draw. And such contributions from board
members and the membership at large, does not go unnoticed. In 2010-11, CMEA awarded two executive
awards, the Jubilate Award of Merit and the Honorary Life Membership award.
Within this thumbnail, CMEA’s goals of communication, collaboration, profile and operating in a
transparent and ethical manner are readily manifested.
Mary Dinn, Immediate Past President
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4. Financial Report
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5. Website
The CMEA/Acme website at http://cmea.ca supports the vision, mission and goals of the association. It
has been a successful year for the website given the continuation of the new design which incorporates
visual elements into a highly text based website. New articles are added to the Latest News section when
provided by various Board members and external organizations. The criterion for an article to be posted
in the Latest News section is that it be in alignment with one or more CMEA/Acme goals. As part of the
Research to Practice project the CMEA/Acme also hosts the Blog at http://cmea.ca/blog The
CMEA/Acme eNewsletter is also posted in webspace provided by the CMEA/Acme webhost provider,
BlueFur.
To remain current the website requires input from CMEA/Acme Board members, as well as partners such
as ISME and national and provincial music education associations. One section added to the website June
2011 was the Corporate Members page at http://cmea.ca/membership/corporate-members.
As a database driven website it is hoped that as the number of articles increase that website users begin to
use the Search feature regularly which is available in the top right corner of each webpage.
The CMEA/Acme also has free web space on a YouTube channel which is convenient for hosting video
clips which are embedded into the website. In addition CMEA/Acme has a free Google account for
hosting of Photos and Documents. For example, the historical slideshow at http://cmea.ca/aboutjoomla/history/91-historical-slideshow is hosted at Picasa Web Albums from Google.
The cost of web space for the Blog, eNewsletter and Website is approximately $100 per year including
the domain name, cmea.ca.
David Ennis, Web Master
6. eNewsletter
The CMEA/ACME eNewsletter (electronic newsletter) is published four times per year mid-month in
January, October, April and June. It is distributed to the membership through email link and is posted on
the main CMEA/ACME web site. The eNewsletter provides up to date information on items and events
that are of interest to the Canadian music education community including conferences, workshops,
research publications, scholarships and awards, and calls for papers and publication. All members of
CMEA/ACME are welcome to submit items of interest by the first of each month of publication.
David Gueulette, Member at Large
7. Performance Awards
The CMEA/ Acme Performance Awards are given out every two years. The deadline for entry this year
was June 30 2011. Due to the postal strike, the judging was delayed as two of the entries were received in
July while the office at the school the entries were mailed to was closed until late August. The categories
of Concert and Jazz Band were divided into Junior and Senior categories. There were 17 entries in all, 7
for the Robert Rosevear, 6 for the Don Wright, 1 for the Wilfred Harvey, and 3 for the Leslie Bell. The
winners were as follows:
• The Christopher Gledhill Award (orchestra) – not awarded
• The Robert Rosevear Award (concert band)- SENIOR: Canterbury High School, Ottawa, ON
JUNIOR: Acadia Junior High, Winnipeg, MB
• The Leslie Bell Award (choir) – Agincourt Collegiate Institute Madrigal Singers, Toronto, ON
• The Helen Litz Award (children’s choir) –not awarded
• The Don Wright Award (jazz) – SENIOR: Nepean All City Jazz Band, Ottawa, ON
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JUNIOR: Acadia Junior High, Winnipeg MB
• The Wallace Laughton Award (post secondary) – not awarded
• The Wilfred Harvey Award (small ensemble) – St Bonaventure’s College, St John’s, NL
• The Catherine Allison Award (special)- not awarded
Although the awards were “revamped” and junior categories added this year, the response was still very
low. A committee is being put together to address the issue of the Performance Awards in the coming
year. The next deadline for entries is June 30th, 2013. A special thanks to Blaine Workman (band/jazz)
and Cynthia Peyson-Wahl (choral) for adjudicating the entries.
Rebecca Brown, Member at Large
8. Reports from the Provincial Music Educators Associations (MEAs)
8.1 BCMEA
The BCMEA is provincial specialist association of the BC Teachers’ Federation and has a mandate to act
in defense and support of music educators and their students. Four main goal areas guide us: Outreach and
Communication, Service, Education, and Advocacy. The past year has been incredibly successful, but not
without its challenges.
Our 2010 conference was exceptional and included the distinct pleasure of hosting our CMEA/Acme
colleagues for their national meetings. At that time we also celebrated the achievement of BC colleagues
with awards recognizing excellence in classroom instruction and support for the music education
community – Greg & Sarah Falls (Outstanding Music Educators – Secondary), Lorraine Jarvis
(Outstanding Music Educator – Elementary), and Jerry Prussin (Special Distinguished Service).
Membership numbers rose significantly as a result of the highly attractive and comprehensive conference.
We would like to recognize and thank those on the Conference Planning Committee for their excellent
work and thank Ethan Shoemaker and Regan McLachlan for their efforts as they Co-Chair the 2011
conference. The Table Officers and Executive Members-at-Large would like to recognize the strong
relationship with the CMEA/Acme by congratulating three BCMEA members for their successful
candidacy for CMEA/Acme Executive positions – Dr. Mary Kennedy and Angela McMillan, Membersat-Large; Mark Reid, Vice-President.
Not being shy of political activity, In June 2011 the BCMEA wrote to the Honourable Jim Flaherty,
Federal Minister of Finance, to seek improved language in the regulations governing the Children’s Arts
Tax Credit. No response has been received and the hindering language, which excludes expenses incurred
for school programs, still exists.
It should be noted that the BCMEA has been steadfast in the past year to establish its role in advising the
BCTF on elements of potential job action that may occur at the commencement of the 2011-2012 school
year. Through the BCTF Provincial Specialist Association Council, and reaffirmed by the BCMEA
Executive, it was made clear to the Federation’s Executive Committee that we support teachers’ right to
autonomy in their choice to hold concerts, music tours, and off-timetable rehearsals as these are an
integral part of the teaching work that we enjoy. The premise of the job action is to focus on teaching and
refuse tasks supporting the administration of the school. 2011-2012 will undoubtedly be a difficult year
for our colleagues as we support restoration of funding to the public education system and improved
working & learning conditions for colleagues and students. It was of particular interest that the Supreme
Court of British Columbia declared legislation from 2002 (Bills 27 & 28) as unconstitutional. This
legislation stripped the provincial collective agreement of class size and composition language despite
having been openly negotiated, in good faith by the BCTF, only a few months prior. The legislation, in
tandem with per-block funding policy from the Ministry of Education, grossly changed how school
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administrators allow music classes to be organized. The BCMEA also continues to pursue a return of
elementary music specialists to classrooms as part of our political work.
The 2010-2011 year saw a number of relationships develop. The BCMEA is proud to continue supporting
the Coalition for Music Education in British Columbia and their national counterpart. Our family of
partners has grown to include MusicBC, the MusicBC Foundation, and the Canadian Music Centre. The
BCMEA has undertaken a co-commissioning project along with the BC Regional Office of the CMC and
looks forward to a composition by Dr. Jocelyn Morlock, to be premiered in October 2011.
Advocacy efforts included a poster and postcard campaign that will be ongoing. Members, via 213
postcards, sent the “Is Music In Your Life?” message to Superintendents, School Board Chairpersons, and
Members of the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.
The BCMEA online resource collection, hosted at www.bctf.ca/bcmea, continues to grow as useful
materials are recommended by the membership. Communication also expanded this year as the BCMEA
established itself in social networking media like Facebook and Twitter (@bcmea).
Mark Reid, President
8.2 YMEA
Top Current Challenges
Music teaching positions in Whitehorse elementary schools are being reduced or cut. The challenge is to
raise awareness of this and to keep advocating for the importance of teaching music in elementary
schools.
Getting enough teaching time for music programs to provide quality music education.
Keeping Elementary Band programs alive in selected elementary schools. Elementary band classes must
be held within the regular daytime schedule, not after school or during lunches. Adequate time needs to
be given without conflicts.
Hiring new elementary music teachers soon enough in the spring so that there are still some
available with the required qualifications.
This Year’s Goals
• To involve parents and parent councils at each school (elementary & secondary) to advocate for
the importance of teaching music in elementary schools. There is interest in setting up an official
music advocacy group with representation from each school.
• To advocate for more music teaching time per student, a music specialist available for every
school and an increase to courses offerings in secondary school. (Secondary guitar, choir and
elementary band)
• To support and promote existing elementary Band programs at Jack Hulland (gr. 6 & 7) &
Whitehorse Elem. (gr. 7), and Holy Family (gr. 7) through collaboration among band teachers
using more experienced ones as mentors.
• Continuing to work with UVic and UBC to recruit student teachers to the Yukon.
Teachers’ Professional Development and Extra-Curricular Activities
Individual teachers are involved in many of the following: The Big Band, All-City Concert Band,
Whitehorse Community Choir, various small instrumental performance groups, membership on Yukon
Summer Music Camp Board, Yukon Music Teachers Association, Suzuki Strings Association, Rotary
Music Festival Committee, private teaching, community jams and public performing. The Yukon Music
Educators Association is an affiliation of the Canadian Music Educators Association. Teachers also
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continue to be involved with the BC Music Educators Assoc., BC Band Assoc., Carl Orff Canada,
American Federation of Musicians and August Music Reading Clinics in Vancouver in order to review
and choose newly published music, curriculum resources and computer music software for the year.
8.3 SMEA
Music educators across our province have filled another fine year with concerts, musicals, and festival
performances. In Saskatchewan, we have a strong and dynamic group of teachers who transfer their joy
and passion for music to their students. Saskatchewan Music Educators’ Association is proud to
represent these teachers at the provincial level as their special subject council. Together we have attended
conferences, workshops, and concerts that have enriched our own musical development, and raised the
level of music education across Saskatchewan.
SMEA is committed to programs and services that benefit not only its membership, but also the
community at large. Our association supports music diversity in Saskatchewan and promotes workshops,
festivals, special projects and educational opportunities for virtually every age group. The following is a
review of a selection of our programs and recent highlights within each of them that continues to improve
the impact of what we do as music educators.
Saskatchewan Music Conference – SMC 2010 celebrated the five-way partnership between the
Saskatchewan Music Educators Association, Saskatchewan Band Association, Saskatchewan Choral
Federation, Saskatchewan Orchestral Association, and Saskatchewan Music Festival Association. This
year’s conference hosted approximately 250 delegates from across the province. SMC 2011 was
November 3 -5, 2011 in Regina.
SMEA Honour Groups – Honour Groups 2010 was a tremendous success under the baton of Clinton
Marshall (band) and Scott Leithead (choir). Auditioned high school students from across the province
came together for an experience that engaged their own musical creativity and technical ability. Honour
Groups 2011 will be held on November 3rd to 5th at Campbell Collegiate in Regina, with Gillian MacKay
as band conductor, and Steven Hatfield as choir conductor.
Saskatchewan Junior Band – SJB is a joint project between the Saskatchewan Music Educators’
Association and the Saskatchewan Band Association to provide a provincial junior honour band for
Saskatchewan students in grade seven or eight. SJB (North) was held on March 11 -12 in Melfort and
SJB 2011 (South) was held on April 1 - 2 in Regina.
Saskatoon Children’s Choir – The choir embarked on an ambitious 2011 tour called Sing Africa. They
travelled to South Africa in July on a concert tour that mixed music and philanthropy. Throughout the
year, they have raised money with other community groups to purchase school supplies for South African
children.
Heart of the City Piano Program - Since its inception in Saskatoon in 1995, the Heart of the City Piano
Program has expanded to Alberta, Ontario and Quebec. The program promotes developing musical
knowledge and skill for at risk youth in the province. Students continue to experience the joy of making
music by taking piano lessons, participating at seasonal concerts, and performing at music festivals.
Kara Helms, President
8.4 MMEA
The Manitoba Music Educators’ Association is the united voice of music educators across Manitoba. Our
united purpose is to support all music educators as they provide diverse learning experiences to Manitoba
students. This incorporates providing experiences to promote musical creativity, skills, critical
knowledge and awareness of cultural traditions in our society. MMEA promotes the teaching of music as
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integral to our society. This report highlights some current initiatives as well as annual events and
projects.
MMEA is currently fine-tuning a philosophy statement to guide our association. With the development
of a philosophy statement we have begun developing a vision/mission statement to further assist the
development of strategic plans. We feel that these are important step as we set priorities and
communicate with various levels of government.
The MMEA meets annually with the Minster of Education to discuss relevant issues and to keep lines of
communication open. This proactive approach has been invaluable. The Minister has designated April as
Music Month in Manitoba and personally hosts a series of weekly concerts at the Legislature highlighting
Manitoba school groups. Music Monday caps off the events, and in May of 2011 we collaborated with the
Coalition for Music Education in Canada to stage a national Music Monday event. An astounding 299
schools incorporating tens of thousands of students participated in sites all over Manitoba. Our featured
concert at the Forks featured Luke Doucet, Fred Penner, 500 students and our Minister of Education,
Nancy Allan.
MMEA has recently played a major role in guiding the framework for a standardized provincial report
card. The MMEA executive in collaboration with key stakeholders has been lobbying Manitoba
Education to ensure that a provincial report card is effective, informative and authentic in supporting
Manitoba music students. We are happy to report that our interactions with various levels of government
have been well received.
The Leadership in Music Education Conference is hosted each year in partnership with the Association of
Music Administrators of Manitoba. Designed to focus on important issues, past topics have included
“Leading Curriculum Change” and “Assessment in Music”. This year’s conference features Dr. Lee
Bartel (University of Toronto), and focuses on “21st Century Music Education: Emerging Trends,
Challenges and Paradigms”.
Our “Poster Project” was launched on Music Monday. Forty-five prominent Manitoba business people
gathered for a photo shoot to lend support to music education. The resulting advocacy poster has been
distributed throughout Manitoba schools and businesses and was displayed in full-page ads in the
Winnipeg Free Press.
Taking place in October, the annual Manitoba Music Conference brings together roughly 500 music
educators from across the province. This year’s keynote speaker is Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser.
The Manitoba Band Association, Manitoba Orff Chapter, Manitoba Classroom Guitar Association and the
Manitoba Choral Association operate under the umbrella of the MMEA. These organizations facilitate
countless student focused projects and provide many Professional Development opportunities for their
members. Overall, the MMEA seeks to focus on the long-term issues in music education uniting all
Manitoba music educators in a common purpose.
Eric Marshall, President
8.5 OMEA
The past year was another very busy one for the OMEA. Our revised website is now up and running and
features resources for both members and non-members to help music teachers across the province. Our
writing project to support the new Arts Curriculum is now completed and we have over 200 lessons and
resources posted on the website. Teachers can find black-line masters, videos, recordings and strategies to
help them deliver the new curriculum and the new assessment policy.
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We also partnered with the Naxos Music Library and created listening lessons that support all grades.
Suitable pieces and those listed in the “teacher prompts” in the curriculum are now just a click away
thanks to this exciting partnership.
Financial Literacy is a strong focus for the Ontario Ministry of Education and the OMEA has created
several units of lessons to help music teachers teach this new focus area. Members can find lessons for
Grades 7 & 8 and Grades 9 & 10 on our website complete with ready to use worksheets.
The OMEA and CMIEC held another very successful conference in London in November of 2010.
“Fusion 2010” featured over one hundred workshops, dozens of performances and was enjoyed by over
1,100 music educators and industry partners. The focus was on world music this time and teachers had the
opportunity to hear and learn from some of Ontario’s best world music performers.
The OMEA held several smaller workshops this past year including four summer camps funded by OTF
(Ontario Teachers Federation). These summer workshops were very well attended and gave teachers
some new tools and strategies to use in their classrooms.
The OMEA continues to grow and connect with music educators across the province. We look forward to
another exciting year working alongside the CMEA.
Helen Coker, President
8.6 QMEA
Representation
QMEA is a member of Quebec Community Groups Network (QCGN) and the Quebec Federation of
Home and Schools. As well, it was represented in the subcommittee to the Directors of English Education
Network (DEEN) for the teaching and learning of the arts in the curriculum and holds a seat as member
of the Advisory Board on English Education (ABEE) in Quebec.
Outreach for bilingualism
As in previous years, in 2010-2011, the QMEA continued its negotiating efforts for collaboration with our
sister Music Educators Federation: FAMEQ. A meeting of the two executives took place in August 2010.
Email communication followed the meeting. Meetings and discussions for collaboration also took place
prior to FAMEQ's annual conference.
Plans for active involvement of QMEA in the International conference that involves five Francophone
universities are in place. It will take place in Quebec City in November 2012.
As QMEA is always sensitive to the linguistic needs of Francophone colleagues all documents pertaining
to our Annual Music Festival are now circulated in both English and French. In addition, QMEA
responded to ISME's call for translations by sponsoring the French translation of the Call for Presenters
document, now displayed on the ISME web site.
Finally, QMEA's Past President continues to edit a bilingual column in the CME Journal entitled Voices
from Quebec.
New Initiatives
QMEA aspires to raise awareness of the incredible gains of the fascinating El Sistema model and has
capitalized on the strong interest created in understanding how music ensemble learning and playing may
function as a mean by which social inclusion and change can occur.
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In this regard, QMEA has financed QMEA's Past President's participation in the first Sistema Canada
Summit that took place in New Brunswick in May 2011 and is sponsoring a Symposium, in collaboration
with McGill University's Music Education Department, in November 2011.
Workshops
QMEA's annual workshop took place in February 2011 and addressed the competency of music
appreciation. It was entitled: Beyond Bach and Beethoven: New Horizons in Music Appreciation. In
addition to the February workshop, QMEA collaborated with the English Montreal School Board
(EMSB) and sponsored three bilingual workshops addressing the competency of musical creation. Close
to 200 educators attended the workshops that took place in the three regions on the island of Montreal in
March 2011. A unique feature of both our workshops this year was the fact that they were presented, in
part, by three student teachers, from McGill and UQAM, who shared their lesson plans from their field
experience with the participants.
Recognition
The recipient of our annual 2011 Teacher of the Year Award is Betty-Jo Christiani.
Betty-Jo recently retired following an active career as an elementary music specialist, celebrated choral
conductor and McGill University’s student-teacher mentor.
Annual Event
Under the leadership of our Music Festival coordinator, Anne-Marie Lozier, 200 young performers
participated in the spring festival this year and benefited from excellent adjudication, positive experience
and prizes. The Gala concert took place June 2011 and featured top performers who were rewarded with
cash and other prizes.
FACELIFT!
QMEA is getting a new website and we are excited about the additional possibilities it will give us to
connect to our members and the rest of the world. Come and visit us on Facebook, too!
Together we are the CMEA!
In June 2011 QMEA hosted a dinner for CMEA's executive board who were in Montreal to attend their
annual meetings. The QMEA and CMEA executives had a chance to dine and meet face to face and make
plans for the fall meetings.
QMEA looks forward to welcoming CMEA's full board in Montreal in November 2011.
The annual full board meetings and AGM will take place in downtown Montreal on November 18 & 19.
It's a first and we are pleased to be in a position to support CMEA.
Valerie Descombes, President
8.7 NSMEA
This report will give some insight as to how the NSMEA operates as well as highlight some of NSMEA's
activities during the past year. The NSMEA is one of 22 professional associations of the Nova Scotia
Teachers Union (NSTU). As such, it is governed by NSTU policy and must adhere to the NSTU
constitution and operating procedures. NSMEA's mandate is to provide quality professional development
opportunities for its members. It is funded primarily through membership dues and by a NSTU operating
grant, provided NSMEA meets established NSTU criteria. NSMEA has 3 membership categories.
Regular Membership includes active and active reserve NSTU members; Student Intern Membership is
available to full-time university students enrolled in education programs; and Subscriber Membership is
available to an institution or individual who is not a Regular or Student Intern Member. Currently,
NSMEA has 309 members.
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A large portion of the NSMEA's time and resources goes into planning the annual provincial conference
held the end of October. Last year's conference, “Inspiring and Engaging the Young Musician,” was held
in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. It was a great success thanks to the diligent work of the conference planning
committee. This year's conference, “Celebrating Music Education in Nova Scotia,” will take place in
Antigonish, Nova Scotia October 27-28. We are very excited to have Jeffrey Agrell as the keynote
speaker and clinician. During the conference, NSMEA recognizes an individual's and/or an institution's
contribution to music education in the province through the awarding of the NSMEA Musica Viva award
and the NSMEA Life Time Achievement award. The 2010 Musica Viva award went to Long and
McQuade and the NSMEA LTA award was awarded to Charlotte Meyers. To celebrate NSMEA's 50 year
anniversary, NSMEA commissioned composer Derek Charke of Acadia University to write a work to be
premiered at NSMEA conference 2011. Another work has also been commissioned by Nova Scotia
composer and music educator Donna Rhodenizer, recipient of the 2011 CMEA Jubilate Award.
NSMEA offers grants to members who wish to pursue personal professional development opportunities.
There are also a number of summer study bursaries and scholarships available to students who wish to
undertake further musical training. NSMEA is looking forward to yet another productive year facilitating
and enhancing music education in Nova Scotia through its professional development activities.
Sean McLennon, President
8.8 PEIMEA
The Prince Edward Island Music Educators’ Association is proud to celebrate yet another successful year
and keenly looks to a great year ahead. As colleague Kirsten MacLaine slips into her role as PastPresident, she leaves large shoes to fill. Throughout her term as President of the PEIMEA, she has been a
strong voice for PEI music educators on both the provincial and national stage. We are delighted she is
able to continue her work now as part of the CMEA executive and know she will be a valuable resource
and sounding board for us as we continue our work on PEI.
One of the main goals for the PEIMEA each year is to organize a province-wide professional
development day for all PEI music educators. Many of the educators comment it is the highlight of their
professional development opportunities throughout the year and the chance for these educators to
collaborate face-to-face with their music colleagues is invaluable. Our 2010 professional development
day allowed us to collaborate with and learn from our colleagues at the UPEI Music Department.
Professors June Countryman and Karem Simon shared valuable sessions throughout the day geared to
both our elementary and secondary music specialists. Educators returned positive reviews of the
experience and both parties agreed this partnership between the university and the PEIMEA was vital and
should continue to be nurtured.
Looking ahead to the coming year several goals have come into focus. The PEI Department of Education
and Early Childhood Development is beginning to offer its first external credits and although feedback
has been provided by our provincial association during the development stage, we now must turn our
work with this initiative toward ensuring our educators receive timely and effective communication
related to external music credits and the process involved. In the past, we have been able to boast the
fact that we are the only province in Canada to maintain a music specialist in every school. Several
teachers have expressed concerns that this consistency is beginning to wavier and the PEIMEA will need
to strategize in the coming year in order to effectively communicate the importance of maintaining these
specialist roles with both the school boards and Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development.
In closing, the PEIMEA executive has identified a need for us as a provincial organization to streamline
our activities and communication in order to be effective and sustainable. We look forward to examining
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our past and present state, but more importantly, looking ahead to the future to ensure we are able to
continue to support the music educators on PEI effectively and also ensure we as a provincial
organization maintain our connection with our national colleagues. Being the smallest province in the
country comes with both its advantages and challenges!
Mark Ramsay, President
8.9 NLTA Music Special Interest Council
The 2010-2011 school year kicked off with our Biennial Provincial Conference, RESONATE 2010. Aptly
subtitled Reunite, Refresh, Resound, the MSIC strived to give our music specialists the opportunity to do
just that. Sessions featured a variety of professional development opportunities directly related to our
provincial music curriculum and sessions of special interest. This year had a particular focus on growing
and sustaining our instrumental music programs. Guest presenter Jacqueline Dawson, a Newfoundland
native currently teaching in Winnipeg, Manitoba, facilitated some dynamic discussion on building
professional support and community. Other presentations focused on traditional NL music, technology
and differentiated instruction to name a few. In January, the Provincial MSIC partnered with the
Memorial University School of Music and Long and McQuade to feature a band reading session for
instrumental specialists. The MUN Wind Ensemble under the direction of Jason Caslor performed a
number of selections for beginning, intermediate and advanced bands.
Our Eastern Executive continued with many of their yearly initiatives, which include the NLTA
Christmas Suite. This three-night event invites schools in the Eastern School District to come together
during the holidays to perform for friends, family and themselves. In February they hosted their annual
meet and greet with students currently enrolled in the music education program at Memorial University.
This event invites students to meet the policy makers in music education for our province and ask
questions about teaching in Newfoundland and Labrador. Attending this year was the Program
Development Specialist for Music at the Department of Education, Ms. Mary Dinn and the Fine Arts
Program Specialist for the Eastern School District, Ms. Jennifer Nakashima. In May the Eastern
Executive had the opportunity to partner with the Rotary Music Festival to offer some teacher PD on Jazz
with guest clinician Steve Haines and the Rotary Jazz Band.
The MSIC is housed under the Professional Development Division of the Newfoundland and Labrador
Teachers’ Association. As a result we hold voting privileges, which allows us a voice within our
organization and better represent the needs of music educators in our province. During this year’s NLTA
Biennial General Meeting held during the Easter break, the MSIC presented two resolutions on behalf of
the music educators in our province. The first was that more money be made available for in-province
travel for professional development. This resolution has been referred to the NLTA provincial executive
for further exploration. The second was a resolution regarding class size maximums for music, physical
education, art and technology. As class size caps are an ongoing issue for all instructional groupings this
resolution has been carried and is considered to be included in the opening proposals on teacher workload
during the next round of collective bargaining.
Overall the MSIC has had a successful year and will continue to build upon our many initiatives and
partnerships to improve music education in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Sarah Comerford (Smith), President
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9. Contributors’ Reports
9.1 Canadian Music Educator (Journal)
As of issue 53-1 (fall 2011), which is at the printer’s as I write, I have been responsible for the past
thirteen editions of the journals. I am greatly appreciative to all who have assisted me with this. I
welcome any feedback the board or any other stakeholders might provide to me.
In the spring, PAC chair Ed Wasiak, Jody Paul (layout and design and advertising), and I met to discuss a
journal re-design and to initiate the development of a clear and detailed job description for Jody.
Issue 53-1 features a new design. Jody Paul worked with feedback from the board, stakeholders,
members, and me to produce a new look for the journal inspired by the CMEA/Acme logo re-design. We
welcome any further feedback.
Issue 53-1 will be the first issue officially available to members as an e-copy rather than print. In order to
receive the journal electronically (thereby saving costs both financial and environmental) members should
contact membership coordinator David Gueulette.
Hilary Apfelstadt is the new editor of the choral column, taking over from June Countryman. Mary
Kennedy has taken over the Canadian Music column from Pat Shand. Mary Dinn has taken over the
ISME column from Pat Shand.
“Peer Review Corner” continues to solicit and publish academic articles. This initiative, administered by
former CME editor Lee Willingham, provides a process for the peer review and publication of scholarly
articles within a designated section of the CME. Please continue to encourage colleagues to offer to
review for Peer Review Corner, and to submit articles (to Lee Willingham: lwillingham@wlu.ca)
As of CME issue 51-2, CMEA policy continues to require that contributors sign a transfer of copyright
agreement. As of issue 52-2 (winter, 2011) all contributions must include a 50-100 word abstract of
article content.
The CME relies on contributions from music educators; please continue to send contributions (including
photos!) to me, and to encourage your colleagues and students to do so as well.
Dr. Benjamin Bolden, CME Editor
9.2 Students Initiatives
9.2.1 Student Chapters
Chapters. There was one submission this year requesting funds for a student chapter. The University of
British Columbia Student Music Educators’ Association submitted a proposal to fund their annual
professional development series of workshops. In his proposal, Markus Wilson, UBC SMEA President,
indicated “The purpose of the chapter is to pursue professional development to ensure that students
studying secondary music education or registered in the School of Music at UBC are knowledgeable in
the curriculum and techniques needed to be effective music educators in the BC school system. In order to
attain this effectiveness, we are trying to supplement the current curriculum at UBC with a series of
clinics, workshops, and lectures. These take place on Thursdays at 2:00 pm beginning this fall until
August (when our degree program ends).” The UBC SMEA was awarded a grant to support their ongoing
professional development series.
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Recently, Peter Stigings, University of British Columbia provided information regarding the updated
portfolios for the University of British Columbia Student Music Educators’ Association (2011-2012).
In consultation with the CMEA Board, as Chair of the Student Chapters portfolio, I have been
considering how to encourage the chapters to be more visible with one another. To this end, it is my hope
that in the 2011-12 year, the student chapter survey will be revised and distributed, and we will continue
to explore the possibilities of social networking endeavours for student chapters across the country.
Dr. Shelley Griffin, Chair, Student Chapters
9.2.2 Student Essay Competitions
The call for the 2011 essay competitions was revised in the fall 2010 and then distributed throughout the
winter months via Betty Hanley’s email list, the CMEA website (blog section and the Essay Competition
section), as well as the Canadian Music Educators’ journal. We had an overwhelming response to
submissions this year with 40 in total: 36 undergraduate and 4 graduate! One submission was in French in
the graduate category. Thus, two reviewers who were competent in French and English were asked to
review the four essays.
As Chair, I felt it necessary to provide additional detail for the reviewers. New guideline rubrics were
constructed, for both competitions, to assist with the review process. I have been working with a team of
11 reviewers to work through the process of naming our winners for 2011. Due to summer vacation and
some unforeseen circumstances, the review process has taken considerably longer than usual. All 40
essays were reviewed by 2 reviewers. As of September 2011, the review process is still ongoing. Once all
the feedback is compiled and analyzed, the winners will be announced later in 2011.
I look forward to continuing to modify the call so that the details for submission are succinct, relevant,
and current for the 2012 competitions. It is my suggestion that the competition moves to electronic
submission and subsequently, an electronic review process.
Dr. Shelley Griffin, Chair, Student Chapters
9.3 Membership
Membership in the CMEA/ACME is through affiliated provincial/territorial MEAs (NLTA, NSMEA,
QMEA, OMEA, MMEA, SMEA, BCMEA, YMEA) or, as an individual for non-affiliated
province/territory (NB, QC [FAMEQ], AB, NT, NU). Membership numbers have ranged between 2,200
and 2,600 with the largest numbers coming from Ontario and British Columbia. The vast majority of
CMEA/ACME’s members come from the affiliated provinces, which are each responsible for their own
membership drives.
Members receive the Canadian Music Educator quarterly as well four electronic newsletters which are
also available on-line at http://www.cmea.ca/resources/enews. As of September 2011 the Canadian Music
Educator is now available in electronic format (PDF). In the coming year, it is our goal to promote the
electronic format to the general membership. As well as being a “green friendly” option, it will help to
reduce production and mailing costs for the journal.
In addition to memberships, over 50 Canadian and international schools, universities, and libraries
subscribe to the Canadian Music Educator.
Recent membership initiatives include the development of Corporate Membership and National Affiliate
categories.
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Corporate Membership
Corporate members pay an annual fee of $300.00 and must be based in Canada or licensed to sell in
Canada. The benefits of becoming a Corporate Member include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certificate showing support for Canadian Music Education.
Subscription to the Canadian Music Educator
Subscription to the CMEA e-Newsletters
A link to their company home page from the CMEA Web site www.cmea.ca via a listing on the
CMEA Corporate Members’ page
Corporate Member listing in every CMEA journal & e-Newsletter
Corporate Member Profiles featured on a rotating basis in every issue of Canadian Music Educator
5% discount on advertising in Canadian Music Educator
Voting privileges at the CMEA/Acme Annual General Meeting, one vote per corporation (but
may not hold office).

National Affiliates
Any organization that meets the following criteria may apply to the CMEA/Acme Board to become a
National Affiliate: (1) it is a non-profit national music organization established and functioning within an
identifiable field of music with a concern and commitment to music education; (2) its constitution and
bylaws do not conflict with the constitution and bylaws of CMEA/Acme; (3) it has a formal membership
structure; and (4) it holds at least one meeting of its membership or its governing board each year.
The relationship between CMEA/Acme and its National Affiliates is based on these understandings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

That every effort will be made by CMEA/Acme and its National Affiliates to consult and
collaborate in order to advance the cause of Canadian music education;
That the National Affiliates are encouraged to cooperate with CMEA/Acme as closely as possible
in dealing with the federal government and other national organizations and agencies.
That the name of each National Affiliate, together with the name of its president, will be listed in
the CMEA/Acme publications and on the National Affiliates page of the CMEA/Acme website.
That each National Affiliate will carry a notice of its status with the CMEA/Acme in its
publications and on its website and include a link to the CMEA/Acme website.
That the president of each National Affiliate will be invited to attend meetings of the
CMEA/Acme Full Board of Directors as a non-voting observer.
That each National Affiliate will have the opportunity to report briefly on its activities and to
place items for discussion on CMEA/Acme Board meeting agendas.
That each National Affiliate will have one vote at the CMEA/Acme Annual General Meeting.
That each National Affiliate will remit an annual affiliation fee of $50.00 for the CMEA/Acme
Fiscal Year (July 1-June 30).
That each National Affiliate will receive one copy of each issue of the Canadian Music Educator
and a link to the eNewsletter.

As of September 2011, there are 6 Corporate Members and 1 National Affiliate.
CMEA/ACME membership and subscription fees have remained unchanged for a number of years,
despite increased costs.
David Gueulette, Membership Coordinator
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9.4 Biennial Book Series: Research to Practice
This was a busy year in preparation of the forthcoming CMEA/Acme Biennial Book Personhood and
Music Learning: Connecting Disciplines and Narratives (edited by Susan O’Neill). This book marks the
fifth volume in the Biennial Book Series and it is on schedule for publication in November 2011. It
contains over 20 chapters from Canadian and international authors including Australia, England, Spain,
and the USA. This volume introduces a new look to the series, with cover design by the music educator,
Janet Loo from the University of Western Ontario. To strengthen the book as a resource for teacher
education and professional development, we have added a set of key reflective questions and further
reading recommendations for each chapter. I would like to thank the authors and those who reviewed the
chapters, as well as our Editorial Assistant Ian DeLong, a music teacher and doctoral student at Simon
Fraser University, who helped tremendously with the preparation, editing and reference checking of
manuscripts.
The books continue to be purchased by individuals and institutions from around the world. We are most
grateful to Betty Hanley for her work on sales and distribution. We are working on several initiatives in
the coming year, such as marketing the books and exploring the possibility for having e-books in future,
to encourage greater access to the books and to reduce the cost of printing, storing and distributing the
paper books.
This year also marked the launch of the CMEA/Acme Research to Practice blog
(http://www.cmea.ca/blog) in February 2011. This one-year pilot project was developed to encourage
dialogue and information sharing about research and practice issues in music education. I would like to
thank David Ennis for his helpful advice and technical support in linking the blog to the CMEA/Acme
website. I would like to acknowledge the two doctoral students from Simon Fraser University who
volunteered many hours of their time to setting up and maintaining the blog site: Deanna Peluso (blog site
administrator) and Ian DeLong (blog site moderator). The blog has been visited by people from around
the world, and has included a number of themed contributions, including the Student Music Educator
Series, Announcements and What People Are Saying About Research to Practice. An evaluation of the
blog site will take place in Spring 2012. Please visit the blog site and let us know your comments and
suggestions for improving it. Your feedback is most important, and so are your contributions to the posts
and the comments.
Dr. Susan O’Neill, Senior Editor
9.5 Research Consortium
Interim reports on CMEA/ACME funded research, July 2011
I am pleased to report that both projects are well underway and both have generated peer review paper
presentations. The details are below.
Jim Sparks, Simon Fraser University, Langley Fine Arts School
Proposal Abstract: My proposal is to study techniques used by seven choral conductors from varying
cultural contexts for developing expressiveness in their singers. I wish to explore the methodology that
bridges choral singing technique to singing expression. I am keenly interested in the impact that
culturally specific repertoire has on singers’ ability to sing with skilled authenticity and will use my
studies to cultivate a programming, rehearsal, and performance methodology for my Canadian context.
Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Advanced Integrated Research on Singing (AIRS) at Memorial
University, St. John’s NL on July 11, 2011.
Boys Choir of Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya /Community Choirs in Laipikia, Nanyuki
Joseph Muyale Insai, director ⎨Folksong Mandate⎬ This choir is dedicated to singing the folksongs of the
14 different tribes represented in the choir. Community choirs in the Nanyuki Region are Maassai,
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Samburu Tribes. These singers are accessed through Project Kenya Sister Schools (Jim is a director of
this NGO)
Lisa Lorenzino, McGill University, and Mary Kennedy, University of Victoria
Presented at the Festival 500 Phenomenon of Singing International Symposium VIII, Memorial
University, St. John’s NL, July 11, 2011.
Research Question: According to pre-service elementary music teachers, what are the songs that
Canadian public school children should know by the end of Grade 6?
Background Information: In 2010, as the Olympic games placed our country on the center of the
world stage, “What does it mean to be Canadian?” permeated our psyche. In this spirit, this research
project illuminates our musical identity by investigating what songs pre-service elementary teachers
across Canada believe are important for students to learn by Grade 5. Surveys were administered to at
least one pre-service teacher institution from each Canadian province along with demographic
information. Discussion reflects the effects of the results upon Canadian identity and singing nationwide.
Dr. Lee Willingham, Director, Canadian Music Education Research Consortium
9.6 Coalition for Music Education in Canada
Music Monday. Participation and media coverage across the country was good, although it dipped
slightly due to the Federal Election falling on the same day. The 2011 Showcase Concert took place in
Winnipeg. Our partnership with the CBC continued to grow this year. There was a new Music Monday
song, co-commissioned with the CBC, by Luke Doucet, with more arrangements for more types of
groupings and in more languages than any other year. The song’s lyrics were also translated into Inuktitut.
A Survey of Music Education in Canadian Schools. Conducted with Hill Strategies with support from
Business for the Arts, Musicounts and The McLean Foundation. The results were released in November
2010 and received much media attention throughout 2011. As well, the results were used as points for
discussion at some Faculties of Education music programs and at conferences.
Principals of Music Award. The first annual award was given to three outstanding school Principals from
across the country; one from Western provinces (British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan), one Central
(Manitoba, Ontario, Territories), and one from the Eastern provinces (Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince
Edward Island, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland & Labrador). The award acknowledges the critical role of
school administrators in supporting quality music education programs. By providing positive
reinforcement of the actions of Principals who create the conditions where music programs can thrive, the
Coalition hopes to protect those programs and also to promote models for others to follow. We launched
this national version of the successful Principals of Music awards program, which was founded in 2003
by our affiliate, the Coalition for Music Education in BC. Approximately 160 nominations were received
from teachers, administrators, parents and students. Each nominee received a letter recognizing their
support of music in their school; twelve outstanding finalists received a certificate commemorating their
status; and the three winning Principals each received $2,500 for the benefit of their school’s music
program.
Communication. The Coalition rebranded the organization with Music Makes Us, and updated the main
and Music Monday websites, including improving the quality of our French translations.
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New Executive Director. The Coalition welcomed Holly Nimmons as our new Executive Director in
June. Holly has been involved with extensive leadership transition activities including: establishing
relations with Coalition Board members, donors, industry reps, potential funders; discussing new projects
(e.g. a youth initiative, policy development, community engagement); stabilizing the Coalition
infrastructure through increased support base, partnerships and fundraising initiatives.
Jane Cutler, Past-Chair Coalition for Music Education in Canada
9.7 John Adaskin Project (JAP) Report
Research
In 2001, CMEA initiated an on-going Canadian choral music project. The current phase of the project,
featuring the development of a guide to choral music by Ontario composers, has now been completed.
Rodger Beatty directed this phase of the project, with support from OMEA. The guide is available in
electronic form on the OMEA website, and there is a link to this Ontario guide on the CMEA website.
During 2010-11, research continued to locate and assess Canadian repertoire suitable for student performers,
and to identify resource materials developed to assist music educators in their teaching of Canadian music.
In co-operation with the University of Toronto Canadian Music Education Research Centre, research
continued into the Canadian content of elementary and secondary school music curricula.
Promotional Work
During 2010-11, I continued to handle requests for information on Canadian music from teachers and
students across the country and from outside Canada.
I also continued to work on CMEA’s behalf to produce a column on Canadian Music in Education in the
CMEA Journal. I am pleased that Mary Kennedy has agreed to take over from me as editor of the column.
Future Directions
With the completion of the BC choral guidelist in 2004 and the Ontario choral guidelist in 2010, CMEA will
now need to decide whether or not to carry on with the planned nation-wide choral project. If the decision is
“Yes,” it will be necessary to identify possible partners and choral specialists from the Prairie region, or from
Quebec, or from the Atlantic region who are willing to undertake the necessary future research and
development.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to CMEA and to all the teachers, students, composers,
administrators, librarians, research associates and research assistants who contributed to the work of the
Adaskin Project during my directorship. In my retirement from the University of Toronto and from the
directorship of the Adaskin Project, I will follow with interest CMEA’s future work on behalf of Canadian
music in education.
Dr. Patricia Shand, Director, John Adaskin Project
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